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Foot Pursuits
s Trainin
ng Bulle
etin
DE
EFINITION

A foot pursuit is an event in wh
hich a Depaartment mem
mber, on fo
oot, chases a suspect who is
resisting apprehensio
on by fleeing on foot. While
W
it mayy be the Dep
partment meember's deccision
e the stop, itt is the subje
ect's decision to flee andd cause a foo
ot pursuit.
to initiate

Depa
artment me
embers will engage
e
in a foot pursuit only when
n they have reasonable
articculable suspicion to conduct an inve
estigatory sttop or probaable cause to arrest.
Departmen
nt members are
a reminded that a subjecct's action in ffleeing from tthe police, byy itself, does n
not
automaticaally amount to
o reasonable articulable su
uspicion to coonduct an invvestigatory stop or probab
ble
cause to arrrest. Howeve
er, a subject fleeing
f
upon sight
s
of a cleaarly identifiab
ble police officcer can be a ffactor
in the totality of the circcumstances to
o establish re
easonable art iculable suspicion.

RISKS TO BE CONSID
DERED

Foot purssuits presentt potential riisks of physical injury to members off the public and Departm
ment
memberss. When enggaging in a fo
oot pursuit, Department
D
members w
will consider tthe safety off the
public, ass well as the
eir own safetty, in relation to law enfforcement's duty to enfo
orce the law
w and
apprehen
nd the subjject. Deparrtment mem
mbers shoulld be mindfful that theey may become
separated from their partners and should use cautio n when goiing over ob
bstacles/barrriers,
roundingg corners, or at the end
d of fences,, especially when follow
wing the same path ass the
subject.
USING SOUND
S
TAC
CTICS

Due to the rapidlyy evolving and
a
individualistic nat ure of foot pursuits, whenever a
Departm
ment member engages in a foott pursuit, tthey will ccontinuouslyy assess th
he
circumstances of th
he pursuit and determ
mine the a ppropriate response tto effectively
apprehen
nd the subje
ect and safe
ely conclude
e the pursu it. Other po
otential resp
ponse option
ns
may inclu
ude obtainin
ng backup frrom other members,
m
esttablishing a perimeter to contain th
he
suspect, or requestin
ng assistance
e from speciaalized units.
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IF A PURSUIT IS INITIATED
Officers should:



Immediately notify the Office of Emergency Management and Communications (OEMC)
and attempt to broadcast his or her location, description of the subject, direction of
travel, and the reason for the foot pursuit.



Make reasonable efforts to update his or her location and direction of flight during the
pursuit.



To the extent possible, avoid unnecessary continuous radio transmissions, so as not to
impede communications from assist units.



Coordinate with responding officers to establish a perimeter to contain the suspect.



Request outside unit support if appropriate (saturation teams, canine units, helicopter
unit, etc.).



As soon as practical, ensure body camera and/or in‐car video system is activated
throughout the entire foot pursuit.



When engaging in a foot pursuit, continuously assess the circumstances of the pursuit
and determine the appropriate response to effectively apprehend the subject and
safely conduct the pursuit.



Monitor radio communications for additional information from OEMC, the location of
the responding units, or guidance and direction from supervisors.



Notify OEMC of any discontinuation of a pursuit or apprehension of the subject.

Other officers should minimize radio traffic/communications to allow the pursuing officer(s) to
communicate effectively. When assisting in a foot pursuit, responding officers should take a
tactically safe and strategic approach, and coordinate with initiating/pursuing officer(s) to
establish a perimeter.
Supervisors should monitor foot pursuits to appropriately coordinate the situation. Based on
a reasonable understanding of the circumstances, supervisors monitoring a foot pursuit will
ensure the coordination of Department resources during the pursuit, including the actions of
assisting member(s) and support units(s), in order to safely apprehend the subject. If available,
supervisors who are monitoring the foot pursuit should respond to the scene (1) to develop
and coordinate a plan for subject apprehension when a perimeter is established, or (2) when a
pursuit results in an arrest.
When engaging in a foot pursuit, Department members will consider their own safety, as well
as the safety of the public, in relation to law enforcement's duty to enforce the law and
apprehend the subject.
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